Trade Name: ASTRO CORNER GUARD CLEAR

Transparent Corner Guard Safety Strip
Prevents injuries caused by collision with sharp pillar
or wall edges.
Can be used on almost all corners and edges of walls,
windowsills, radiators, table corners etc.
Suitable for use on any even and smooth interior
surface.
Strip dimensions 1000 x 15 x 15mm
Scratch and scuff resistant.
Self adhesive fitting - but can be augmented with screws.
Can be cut to shorter lengths
Operating temperature range -10° to 110° C
Manufactured from Thermoplastic Elastomers (TPE)
Easy to clean

Description
The padded guard reduces impacts and prevents more serious injuries when there is a collision.
Easily fitted using built in self adhesive strips - can be augmented with screws (see install data).
Designed for indoor use in normal habitable conditions (frost free, dry, no prolonged direct sunlight).

Availability
Available in transparent clear.
Item
Corner Guard Clear

Colour

Length [mm]

Product Ref

TRANSPARENT

1000

AFCGCL

Packed - Individually

To Order & Specify

Please quote- Quantity / Trade name / Product Ref
Typical wording- 10 / Astro Corner Guard Clear / AFCGCL

As part of our policy of ongoing improvements, we reserve the right to modify, alter or change product specifications without giving notice. Product
illustrations are representations only. All information contained in this document is provided for guidance only, and as ASTROFLAME FIRESEALS
LTD has no control over the installation methods of the products, or of the prevailing site conditions, no warranties expressed or implied are
intended to be given as to the actual performance of the products mentioned or referred to, and no liability whatsoever will be accepted for any loss,
damage or injury arising from the use of the information given of products mentioned or referred to herein.
The above information to the best of our knowledge is true and accurate and based upon current test data and is supplied for your guidance only.
Customers should satisfy themselves
to the suitability of the product in its intended use and no guarantee is given or implied since the conditions of actual use are beyond our control.
ASTROflame (Fireseals) Ltd, disclaim any liability for loss, damage or other expense arising from the use of information, data or products mentioned
or referred to and reserve the right to change any details or specifications without notice.
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